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a b s t r a c t 

Design of reliable wireless sensor networks considering energy efficiency is of utmost importance given 

their specific application domains and technical properties. As a contribution to the vast literature on re- 

silient and fault tolerant network design, this paper offers a novel energy efficient conditional multi-copy 

and multi-path routing strategy. The motivation is to use limited energy of sensors as efficiently as pos- 

sible and to improve network reliability and security via restricted redundant data generation. Namely, 

rather than all only the data passing through some central nodes are duplicated as a precaution against 

their malfunctioning. A limited number of nodes with higher data transmission allowance are determined 

as central at the design stage considering lifetime maximization objective. Consequently, 0–1 mixed in- 

teger programming models of two variants of the proposed strategy are presented in order to determine 

optimal routing. Moreover, several valid inequalities so as to improve solution times with commercial 

solvers and an efficient heuristic method for finding good solutions for large instances in reasonable 

times are proposed. Extensive test results show that simple restricted multi-copy strategies where ev- 

ery sensor duplicates its data are improved since the proposed strategies provide comparable levels of 

network reliability and yet extend network lifetime significantly. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Due to their ease of implementation and ability to operate in 

arduous environments, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are be- 

coming more and more popular in numerous fields such as mili- 

tary, intelligent communications, health, and habitat monitoring. A 

WSN is composed of spatially distributed tiny electronic devices 

with limited energy and data processing capabilities. Each sen- 

sor collects data related to the conditions in its environment and 

transmits the corresponding output to a destination called the Base 

Station (BS) using paths determined by a routing protocol. In many 

applications battery replenishment is neither practical nor possible 

and hence it is crucial to determine transmission routes consider- 

ing the efficient use of limited energy so as to prolong the net- 

work lifetime, which is mostly defined as the time until the first 

sensor depletes its energy or the coverage level drops under a cer- 

tain threshold. In addition to energy efficient operation of a WSN, 

data and network integrity are two other issues of utmost impor- 

tance. Given their potential deployment fields and conditions, fault 

tolerance and resilience of a WSN must be considered right at the 

design stage for improved network viability. 
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A WSN is fault tolerant if it continues to function when there 

is a disruption in some network components such as sensor mal- 

functions or data corruption. Efforts to design fault tolerant net- 

works with high availability are mainly concerned with prevention, 

detection, or recovery dimensions. In that respect, ensuring full 

network coverage and connectivity during the design and deploy- 

ment stages or exploiting redundancy are two main approaches for 

fault prevention [18] . On the other hand resilience of the network 

to malicious attacks such as denial of service, eavesdropping etc. 

is generally identified as the security of the network or intrusion 

tolerance. Techniques used for improving the security dimension 

in a WSN can be classified under five main categories: cryptogra- 

phy, key management, secure routing, secure data aggregation, and 

intrusion detection [25] . Given that sensors are mostly deployed 

unattended in remote places for safety critical applications, it is 

not surprising that there is a vast amount of work on designing 

available, reliable, and resilient WSNs. We cite the comprehensive 

surveys [1,2,18,22,25] for the interested reader. 

Types of attacks to a WSN can be classified into three cate- 

gories based on the respective security requirements, namely at- 

tacks on secrecy and authentication, attacks on network availabil- 

ity, and stealthy attacks against service integrity [25] . In this paper 

we will focus on secure routing, which is related with safeguard- 

ing against attacks on network integrity. Namely, we will propose 
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a new energy efficient routing protocol where multi-path routing 

and restricted multi-copying are used for higher secrecy and avail- 

ability. 

In multi-path routing, each sensor can divide its data into mul- 

tiple sub-packets each of which is sent to the BS on different paths 

[10,16,17] . Therefore, malevolent outsiders have to put more effort 

to capture all data pertaining to a sensor [22,23] . On the other 

hand, multi-copy approaches with different levels of data redun- 

dancy are available in the literature [12,15,20,21,24] . Multi-copying 

is beneficial for data integrity especially against injection of false 

packets or message corruption. Moreover, fairness of a routing in 

terms of balanced sensor or link utilization rates is also considered 

for improved network security. This is effective especially against 

node capture attacks since that precludes any sensor or link to be 

critical for data flow [18,22] . 

Most recently, Altın-Kayhan and Ş endil [6] introduce the idea 

of restricted conditional multi-copying, where the balanced utiliza- 

tion of all sensors is provided by limiting the total amount of data 

each sensor would transmit for other sensors. Moreover, at most 

one sensor can exceed the bound only if that would be benefi- 

cial in terms of network lifetime since any data passing through 

that sensor must be copied at its source and sent to the BS on a 

node-disjoint path. The sensor with higher transmission allowance 

is called the central node since it is critical in communication. The 

main conceptual difference between the current study and [6] is 

the maximum number of central nodes allowed in the final de- 

sign. In [6] , there can be at most one central node whereas in the 

current work this is relaxed as not more than some integer K > 

1. Central nodes are selected only if that would be beneficial for 

extending network lifetime and there is no cost incurred. Hence 

[6] is more restrictive in that sense. We observe in test results that 

more central nodes yield better lifetime values especially for larger 

instances. Moreover, unlike Altın-Kayhan and Ş endil [6] , we incor- 

porate security for the secondary copies since we require them to 

be routed in balance, as well. On the other hand, technically such 

a relaxation in the maximum number of central nodes requires a 

much more complicated and elegant mathematical model, which 

is more challenging to solve even with commercial solvers. As a 

result, we offered some improvements in the way we model the 

problem such as tighter bounds for big M values as well as some 

valid inequalities. Note that the case in [6] is a special case of the 

strategy offered and the models in this paper can be updated ac- 

cordingly to solve their problem as well. Due to the mentioned 

improvements, solution times as well as the linear programming 

bounds would be superior with the model proposed in this paper. 

Moreover, the heuristic proposed in Section 3 is much more generic 

when compared with the one in [6] . Finally, we present some test 

results in Section 4 so as to demonstrate the explicit improvement 

in lifetime due to multiple central nodes. 

Central node determination is based on the intensity of data 

traffic through sensors, which is inspired by complex networks and 

their scale-free property. Complex networks are real graphs with 

some common important topological properties emerging because 

of neither random nor regular connection patterns among their 

components. These properties influence network availability, secu- 

rity, and survivability [3,4] . For instance, scale-free complex net- 

works are the ones with a few hubs, i.e., vertices with significantly 

higher degrees than others. That has some implications on network 

integrity, namely consequences observed when a single hub fails 

is similar to the ones when many low-degree nodes fail. As a re- 

sult, scale-free networks are prone to malicious attacks targeting 

hubs or functional problems due to over utilization. Based on this 

observation, we implement a restricted multi-copy strategy where 

only the data transferred over the central nodes are duplicated and 

routed on alternative node-disjoint paths. This idea is inspired also 

by the Pareto principle asserting that 80% of effects emerge due to 

20% of causes. When compared with available approaches based on 

various levels of multi-copying, our strategy reduces data redun- 

dancy significantly while providing improved network availability 

since we duplicate only the data through central nodes rather than 

all. 

In this paper we propose an energy efficient routing strategy, 

which ensures network integrity against attacks targeting espe- 

cially some critical sensors, i.e. a fault tolerant and secure WSN. 

For this purpose, we require the balanced utilization of sensors in 

a multipath and restricted multi-copy routing scheme with condi- 

tional 2-connectivity. Basically we let a sensor use multiple paths 

to send its data to the BS and require only sensors utilizing any 

one of the multiple central nodes in transmission to produce sec- 

ondary copies of just the necessary portion of their data. 

The main contribution of this study to the field is a novel multi- 

path routing strategy with conditional multi-copying and reduced 

data redundancy in case of multiple central nodes. In addition to 

the algorithmic approaches in Electrical and Electronics Engineer- 

ing and Computer Science literature [8,9,11] , lifetime maximiza- 

tion using mathematical programming is considered in the opti- 

mization literature as well [5,7,14,19] . However, to the best of our 

knowledge the problem of increased WSN security via optimiza- 

tion is not studied except [6] and [13] . We improve the strategy 

in [6] by allowing multiple central nodes whose number will be 

determined so as to maximize network lifetime. Moreover, we re- 

quire balanced routing of secondary copies and present two alter- 

native strategies varying with respect to the maximum number of 

central nodes that can be used for the data sensed by the same 

source. These differences lead not only to a more general strategy 

but also to more complicated mathematical models, new valid in- 

equalities, and higher computational effort. Moreover, we briefly 

introduced one of the strategies mentioned in this paper in [13] . 

Obviously [13] is significantly extended in this paper by improv- 

ing the mathematical model presented there and introducing a 

new alternative strategy, a new family of valid inequalities, a novel 

heuristic, and an extensive experimental results section covering 

lifetime and reliability performance comparison of the proposed 

strategies, impact of valid inequalities on solution times, efficacy 

of the heuristic as well as the sensitivity of our results to several 

parameters over a large sample set. 

In Section 2 we define the problem and provide our mathemat- 

ical models. Then we present a heuristic method in Section 3 and 

give an exhaustive sample of computational results in Section 4 . 

The paper concludes with Section 5 . 

2. Problem definition 

In this section, we will discuss our Multi-central Conditional 

Multi-copy Routing (CM) strategy for which we present 0–1 mixed 

integer programming models. The basic motivation of CM is to 

define a secure and energy efficient routing strategy without ex- 

cessive data redundancy and to safeguard against problems which 

are more likely to happen and hinder network functionality sig- 

nificantly. For this purpose we allow multi-path routing provided 

that all sensors are used in balance and produce secondary copies 

only of data routed through the densely utilized central nodes. 

We show that CM provides comparable levels of network integrity 

with much longer network lifetime and higher amount of data sent 

to the BS when compared with the regular Double Copy (DC) strat- 

egy where all sensors should transmit two copies of their sensed 

data to the BS. 

Simple example 

To exemplify, we show how multi-path routing, balanced sen- 

sor utilization, and multi-copying could affect transmission routes 

in Fig. 1 . Firstly, we have a sample network with four identical sen- 

sors and a BS denoted with a triangle in Fig. 1 a. Just for simplicity 
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